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ABSTRACT

Introduction: The art and science of fixed prosthodontics is predicted on accomplishing precise and clinically accurate operative techniques based on sound biological and mechanical principles. Many factors have been demonstrated to influence the marginal seating and retention of crowns, such as size and shape of the prepared teeth, manipulation of the cement, retentive properties of the cement, cement film thickness, relieving space or venting for cement, cement application, and roughness of the dentinal surface. Optimum retention form is considered to be one of the most important principles of tooth preparation. The longevity of fixed prosthesis depends on the retention and marginal integrity of restoration. This study was done to evaluate, compare and correlate the marginal fit and retention for two different designs of die spacer.

Materials and Method: The samples to be studied were divided into 2 groups of 15 each. Each having a different die spacer design.

Results: The results showed no significant difference in marginal fit of group Ia and group IIa and retention was better in group IIb compared to group Ib. But no statistically significant differences were seen when correlating the marginal fit and retention between group Ia, group Ib and group IIa and group IIb.
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INTRODUCTION

Success of a fixed restoration depends to a large extent on the fit between the restoration and the prepared tooth surface [1]. Holmes JR, et al. [2] has stated that the fit of a casting can be defined best in terms of the "misfit" measured at various points between the casting surface and the tooth. Lack of adequate fit is potentially detrimental to both the tooth and the supporting periodontal tissues. Poor marginal adaptation in fixed prostheses causes microleakage which leads to increased plaque retention and subsequent changes in the subgingival microflora. The marginal fit of cemented restorations ranges from 25 μm to 40 μm, with some researchers suggesting that a marginal opening of ≤ 120 μm is clinically acceptable [3].

Perhaps the most important significant conclusion is that of Lorey and Myers [4]: “The retention values of uncemented casting gave no indications of the retention values obtained after cementation” [4].

In past, researchers believed better retention would be achieved with a frictional fit between the restoration and the tooth surface. This meant that during cementation process, a perfect fit could not be obtained due to lack of space for luting cement. Die spacers allow increased space for the cement between the tooth surface and the internal surface of the casting, reducing stress areas created during cementation, and thereby resulting in better fit and retention of the final restoration [5].

This study is designed to evaluate, compare, and correlate the marginal fit and retention of metal copings fabricated using two different designs of die spacer.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

The method of the study was broadly divided into:

A. Preparation of teeth to receive metal copings
B. Fabrication of metal copings by DMLS
C. Evaluation of the marginal fit of metal copings before cementation
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D. Cementation of metal copings on prepared teeth
E. Evaluation of metal copings for retention

**Preparation of teeth to receive metal copings**

Thirty extracted first premolars were selected, from patients undergoing orthodontic treatment as sound tooth structure was available for principal source of retention. It was stored in tooth preservation solution. These teeth were notched in the root surface and mounted in acrylic blocks of uniform dimensions (3” width and 2” length), short of the cementoenamel junction. Standardised preparation for full porcelain fused to metal crown was made on the acrylic block with extracted first premolar tooth which was mounted on the model surveyor with a handpiece (Marathon 103, surveyor/milling machine). The model surveyor had a lock elbow joint that permitted orientation of the long axis of the bur parallel to the long axis of the tooth (Figure 1). The preparation convergence angle of 6 degrees and a shoulder margin 1 mm wide were produced using a tungsten carbide cutter (Bredent Germany F1372H07-10) occlusal reduction 5 mm in diameter. Care was taken to smoothen all line and point angles, after which this was duplicated into a jig prepared with polyvinyl sheet for a single tooth. The other teeth were prepared using this jig, to standardise all tooth preparations. Each of 30 prepared teeth were labelled with respective numbers on the acrylic block for easy identification (Figures 2 and 3).

**Fabrication of metal copings by DMLS**

The 30 prepared teeth were digitized using the extraoral scanner (LavaTM Scan ST Design System (3MTM ESPE) with Dental Wings Software). The 30 prepared teeth were divided into two groups for different die spacer design of 15 metal coping samples each of which had the die spacer thickness of 25 µm, the groups were evaluated for both marginal fit and retention individually as follows:

- **Group I:** Metal copings were fabricated using die spacer on the occlusal surface involving occlusal third region (Figure 4).
- **Group Ia:** Metal copings were fabricated using die spacer on the occlusal surface involving occlusal third region to evaluate the marginal fit.
- **Group Ib:** Metal copings were fabricated using die spacer on the occlusal surface involving occlusal third region to evaluate retention.
- **Group II:** Metal copings were fabricated using die spacer on the cervical third region (Figure 5).
- **Group IIa:** Metal copings were fabricated using die spacer on the cervical third region to evaluate the marginal fit.
- **Group IIb:** Metal copings were fabricated using die spacer on the cervical third region to evaluate the retention.

**Group 1 (Figure 6):** After the extraoral digital impressions were taken for 15 prepared teeth, the .stl files (scans) which were obtained were used to fabricate the copings by Direct Metal Laser Sintering (DMLS) (EOSINT M 270). With the help of Lava CAD software, the finish line was marked. The thickness of the metal copings was decided to be kept at 0.4 mm with the die spacer design applied on the occlusal surface involving the occlusal third. After the designing was done, the command was sent to the EOS.
laser sintering machine (EOSINT M 270). The copings were fabricated increment by increment (20 µm each) from EOS cobalt chrome SP2 metal alloy powder using the high-powered focused laser beam. When every layer had been built up, the solid copings were taken out from the machine, sandblasted, finished, inspected, and ultrasonically cleaned. Every metal coping had a special loop of 4 mm designed on the occlusal surface to facilitate connection of the crown to universal testing machine (ACME, India, UNITEST model no. 1) (Figure 7).

Group II (Figure 8): 15 prepared teeth were scanned using an extraoral scanner (LavaTM Scan ST Design system (3MTM ESPE) with Dental Wings software). The .stl files (scans) which were obtained, were used to fabricate the copings in a similar manner as that of group I, except that the die spacer design is applied on the cervical third of the respective sample.

Evaluation of the marginal fit of metal copings before cementation

The metal copings of both the groups were placed on their respective prepared teeth. They were secured in position with the help of a screw gauge to prevent displacement (Figure 9). The fit was assessed by checking the discrepancy between the margins of the metal coping and the prepared tooth. Marginal discrepancy was measured under 40X magnification with a stereomicroscope (Model- XTL 3400 E; Wuzhou New Found Instrument Co. Ltd., China) with Image Analysis System (Model- MVIG 2005; Chroma Systems Pvt. Ltd., India) (Figure 10). Measurements were made in micrometer (µm) at the 4 predetermined points which were marked on the prepared metal copings i.e. at the midbuccal, midmesial, midlingual and middistal surfaces. All measurements
were executed by the same operator. No cement or other medium was used to fix the metal coping onto the prepared tooth. The image of the marginal discrepancy between the metal coping and the prepared tooth was focused under the microscope and then captured on the computer screen. The Image Analysis System, with the help of a digital scale, facilitated the measurement of the discrepancy between the metal coping and the prepared tooth (Figures 11 and 12). The results obtained were tabulated and then subjected to statistical analysis using the test of normality and independent t-test.

Cementation of metal copings on prepared teeth

Glass ionomer cement (GC Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) powder and liquid was dispensed onto the pad. The standard powder to liquid ratio is (1.8/1.0 g) 1 level scoop of powder to 2 drops of liquid. Using the plastic spatula, all the powder was added to the liquid, which was mixed rapidly for 20 seconds according to the manufacture’s specifications. The mixed cement was placed along the walls of the metal coping and was seated on the respected prepared tooth till the final seating of the metal coping. The excess cement was cleaned along the margins. The luted crown along with the tooth and acrylic block was placed under a pressure ridge for application of seating force of 25 N till the cement set (Figure 13).

All metal copings, on each of the respective prepared tooth were cemented sequentially and were tested for retention after they were thermocycled by dwelling in 5°C and 55°C bath for 700 alternating 1/min immersion (Figure 14).

Evaluation of metal copings for retention

The samples were individually fixed to the rigid lower member of the Universal testing Machine (ACME, India, model no. 10). A stainless-steel wire, 5″ in length and 4 mm in diameter was fixed to the upper member and passed through the loop on the metal coping (Figure 15). The machine was set to apply a uniaxial tensile force to the sample with a cross head speed of 1 mm/min. The loading was continued until the cemented metal coping showed first dislodgment and the readings were recorded in Newtons and tabulated (Figures 16 and 17). They were then subjected to statistical analysis using the test of normality and independent t-test.

RESULTS

An in vitro study was carried out to evaluate, compare and correlate the marginal fit and retention of metal copings fabricated using two different designs for die spacer.

The readings obtained were then tabulated as shown in Tables 1-5 and Graphs 1-3.

DISCUSSION

Marginal fit is considered an important criterion for clinical quality and success of fixed restorations [6]. Accuracy of fit is the most...
important characteristic related to the longevity of a restoration [7,8]. An unacceptable marginal discrepancy could result in cement washout and microleakage, creating a biofilm that leads to subsequent biological complications such as secondary caries, periodontal problems and pulpitis [8]. Poor marginal adaptation between the tooth and the restoration increases plaque retention and changes the distribution of the microflora, which can induce the onset of periodontal disease [9]. The retention and seating of restoration is a complex phenomenon related to several factors including: Preparation of variables such as convergence angle, axial wall height and diameter, surface area, margin configuration and additional retentive features, surface finish of the preparation, and of the fitting surface of the casting, and use of preparation sealing agents. Cementation variables such as type of cement, physical properties of luting agent, placement techniques, seating force, and environmental conditions, use of techniques designed to improve seating such as die spacing and fabrication of restoration. Changes to any of these factors may result in changes in retention [10]. Measurement of mean of the marginal discrepancy of metal copings is 84.15 μm for group Ia and 89.13 μm for group IIa (Tables 1 and 2).
Although marginal adaptation is a fundamental factor in the clinical success of the fixed dental prostheses, there is no consensus on the maximum clinically acceptable marginal discrepancy. A wide range of values from 50 to 200 μm has been reported in the literature [11]. Christensen [12] found that an acceptable marginal fit was 34 μm to 119 μm. Abduo J et al., Ural Ç et al., and Ting SS et al. [13-15] also suggested that restorations with marginal discrepancies less than 120 μm were more likely to be successful and hence they stated that clinically acceptable marginal discrepancy is less than 120 μm. This difference in values may be attributed to lack of standardization in measurement methodology, making comparison among studies a challenge.

The results of group Ib shows force in Newtons to dislodge the crown which are present in (Table 3), the lowest being 223.15 N and the highest being 481.20 N. Force required to dislodge crowns in group IIb was presented in (Table 4), the lowest being 230.40 N and highest being 580.15 N.

Jorgensen and Esbensen [16] in a study designed to investigate the relationship between film thickness of cement and crown retention, found a decrease in retention with increasing cement film thickness, which closely corresponds to crown elevation, and thus, a decrease in retention with increase crown elevation was seen. Die spacers allow increased space for the cement between the tooth surface and the internal surface of the casting, reducing stress areas created during cementation, and thereby resulting in better fit and retention of the final restoration [11].

The result in Table 5 shows correlation of the overall mean marginal discrepancy and retention where since p-value greater than 0.05 no significant difference is seen in group I, and in group II since p-value is greater than 0.05 there is no significant difference. Where, the non-significances mean that the retention and marginal discrepancy have indirect correlation i.e. increase retention with decrease marginal discrepancy.

Geagauff and Rosenstiel [17] used a dynamic seating force of 49 N applied via the orangewood stick that was "rocked back and forth"...
forth”. This experiment design resulted in over-seatting for all castings following cementation. They observed tooth surfaces that were nearly free of cement and slightly discoloured and suggested that the slight abrasion and deformation had occurred during the dynamic loading. It also may be possible that dynamic loading results in increased frictional fit between the tooth surface and the fitting surface of the restoration, increasing the retention of the unspaced crowns.

Wilson et al. [18] has shown that increased seating force resulted in increased crown deformation and found strain levels under some conditions near to the fracture strains for porcelain. Wilson [19] has demonstrated that crowns with a reduced axial spacing shows an increased seating time. Many of these potential problems may be overcome by producing a crown that demonstrates a passive fit and which allows an exit pathway for the outflow of the excess cement. Wong [20] has shown increased seating forces results in increased pulpadeway pressure transmission.

Analysis of the results of this study suggested that the metal copings fabricated using die spacer involving the cervical third shows clinically acceptable marginal fit and increased force requirement for dislodgement of the metal coping from the prepared tooth, though there is no statistical difference in retention values when compared to metal copings fabricated using die spacer design involving the occlusal surface of the occlusal third.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

1. Additional studies could be conducted with increased sample size and more number of evaluation sites per sample along with measurement of absolute marginal discrepancy as that could reflect a more accurate average measurement

2. The copings were not cemented on the prepared tooth in this study for marginal discrepancy, and which may produce different results if cemented

CONCLUSION

An in vitro study was carried out to evaluate, compare and correlate the marginal fit and retention of metal copings fabricated using two different die spacer designs. Within the limitations of the study, the following conclusions were drawn:

1. The marginal fit of the copings fabricated using die spacer on occlusal surface of the occlusal third region (Group Ia) was within the clinically acceptable range. The marginal fit of the midmesial and midlingual surfaces was better than the midbuccal and middistal surfaces with midlingual showing lowest marginal discrepancy and middistal showing highest marginal discrepancy

2. The marginal fit of the copings fabricated using die spacer on cervical third surface (Group Ila) was within the clinically acceptable range. The marginal fit of the midlingual and middistal surfaces was better than the midbuccal and midmesial surfaces with middistal showing lowest marginal discrepancy and midbuccal showing the highest marginal discrepancy

3. The marginal fit of the metal copings fabricated using die spacer on occlusal surface of occlusal third region (Group Ia) was better than that of die spacer on the cervical third surface (Group Ila) though both the groups produced metal copings with clinically acceptable marginal fit. There was no statistically significant difference between the overall means of the copings of group Ia and group Ila

4. The retention of the metal copings fabricated using die spacer on occlusal surface of the occlusal third region (Group I) shows no statistically significant difference was observed of the metal copings within the group

5. The retention of the metal copings fabricated using die spacer on cervical third (Group Ila) shows no statistically significant difference was observed of the copings within the group

6. The retention of the metal copings fabricated using die spacer on cervical third surface (Group I) was better than die spacer on occlusal surface of occlusal third region (Group I). There was no statistically significant difference between the overall means of the copings of group I and group Ila

7. The marginal fit of metal copings fabricated using die spacer on the occlusal surface of the occlusal third region (Group Ia) was better. The retention of the copings (Group Ia) was less. It has been observed that the correlation between group Ia and Ib is statistically non-significant. The retention of the metal copings fabricated using the die spacer on the cervical third region (Group Ila) was better. The marginal fit of the copings (Group Ila) was less than that of (Group Ia). It has been observed that the correlation between the group Ila and Iib is statistically non-significant
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